This update concerns usage of the A/D converter in the products listed below.

[Precaution]
Write Access to ADSR

If setting of the ADF bit due to the end of AD conversion and clearing of the ADF bit through write access to the ADSR coincide, the value of the ADF bit may be subsequently fixed to 0.

[Countermeasures]
Apply all countermeasures described below.

• Do not write 0 to ADF while its current value is 0.

• When the ADI interrupt is in use as the trigger for DMA transfer, do not write 0 to ADF until the DMA transfer is completed.*1

• When the ADI interrupt is in use as the trigger for DTC transfer, do not write 0 to ADF until the DTC transfer is completed.*2

Note: *1 This applies to the SH7210 Series, SH7243 Series, and SH7280 Series.

Note: *2 This applies to the SH7243 Series and SH7280 Series.